


SIMPLIFYING DEBRIS MANAGEMENT
The Equipter® RB4000 lift series provides a unique option that was previously not available. It is 
compact, self-propelled dump trailer that significantly improves the debris management aspects 
of your industry. Equipter® created the RB4000 lift to improve efficiency and lower labor costs. 

BENEFITS OF THE RB4000 LIFT
The Equipter® RB4000 lift can be towed, driven, raised, and dumped. You are able to eliminate 
pain-staking aspects of debris removal by utilizing the RB4000’s unique features. Customers 
love hiring companies that use the RB4000 lift because they understand that it allows 
contractors to get the job done quickly while lowering the risk of damage to their property. 



The RB4000 lift is self-propelled 
with a gasoline powered hydraulic 

system, large tires with exceptional 
traction, a tight turning radius to 
reach difficult spots, and evenly 
distributed weight so you won’t 

leave marks on customers’ lawns.

DRIVABLE

RB4000 FEATURES

Towing the RB4000 lift is simple & 
efficient. It hooks up to your truck like 

any ordinary trailer, allowing you to easily 
haul the equipment to your job site, along 

with any materials you may need.

TOWABLE
The RB4000 lift can raise up 12 feet, 
helping to improve efficiency on job 

sites. Having the container closer to the 
roof allows you to remove debris quickly 

without it falling onto your customer’s 
property below. 

12’ 

RAISABLE
The RB4000 lift makes debris removal 

easier as well. After you’ve filled the 
container, simply drive it to where you 

want to unload the debris. Then use the 
hydraulic tailgate to dump debris into a 
larger truck or trailer to be hauled away.

DUMPABLE
The RB4000 lift has a 4 foot rollback 

extension feature, which raises the 
container up & over flowers and 

landscaping.

4’ 

ROLLBACK



The RB4000’s container was designed 
and built to be lightweight and durable. 

The aluminum container is rust proof, will 
withstand the rigors of job sites, and is 

lightweight to transport.

RB4000 FEATURES
CONTAINER

4 CU. YD. 

The RB4000’s container has a 10.5 foot 
wide catch area, allowing you to work 

more efficiently, without having to 
re-adjust the equipment.

CATCHMENT

10.5 ft.

Maneuvering through job sites is simple 
with the hydrostatic drive system 

powered by a 13 hp Honda engine.

DRIVE SYSTEM

Get to those hard-to-reach places with 
precise turning, thanks to the 6 foot wide 

design of the RB4000 lift.

PRECISE TURNING



The RB4000 lift comes equipped with 
wide tires that are designed to prevent 

tracks on lawns and landscapes.

RB4000 FEATURES
WIDE TIRES

The RB4000 lift has four independent 
stabilizers so that you can safely operate 

the equipment on uneven ground.

STABILIZERS

The powered tailgate on the RB4000 lift 
allows you to dump from any position, 

with very little effort.

POWER TAILGATE
Towing the RB4000 lift is simple, 

because the front wheels lift and the 
drive axle automatically disengages.

WHEEL LIFT



RB4000 SPECIFICATIONS
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT

TRAILER TARE WEIGHT

TONGUE WEIGHT (empty)

TRAILER CAPACITY ( road towing)

JOB S ITE LIFT CAPACITY

CONTAINER S IZE ( ins ide)

ROLL BACK EXTENSION

LIFT HE IGHT

EXTENDED CATCH AREA WIDTH

OVERALL WIDTH

OVERALL LENGTH

7,500 lbs.

4,020 lbs.

600 lbs.

3,360 lbs.

4,000 lbs.

4.1 cubic yards

4 ft.

12 ft.

10 ft. 6 in.

6 ft. 4 in. 

13 ft. 6 in. 



RB4000 ACCESSORIES
Roof chutes help to channel debris 

towards the container, so you can keep 
working without worrying about moving 

the RB4000 lift frequently.

Gutter guards also streamline the debris 
removal process by seamlessly covering 
gutters. This allows you to slide debris 
off of the roof and into the RB4000 lift 

without damaging the gutter.

ROOF CHUTE GUTTER GUARD

Outrigger pads are an 
accessory that disperse the 
weight of the equipment to 
protect the ground beneath.

The RB4000 lift is built to 
be lightweight and prevent 

damage. The track mats are an 
option for particularly delicate 

situations.

The self-supporting rear 
extension kit can be used with 

one or two pieces of plywood to 
direct debris into the RB4000 

lift.

REAR EXTENSION KIT TRACK MATS OUTRIGGER PADS

OUTRIGGER
PADS



OUR H ISTORY

Aaron Beiler founded Equipter® after 15 years of running a successful residential roofing 
business. While working in the roofing industry, Aaron and his sons were always looking to 
increase profits and efficiency. They recognized that the key to this was debris removal and 
began creating innovative equipment to improve debris management.

Since 2004 Equipter® has continued to evolve and innovate, and we now have a line of products 
that help business owners in a variety of industries.

OUR MOTIVATION

Innovation drives us. That’s been true since day one. Equipter® began when Aaron, with help 
from his family, developed a vision for a new way to work, one that would revolutionize debris 
management. 

Quality sustains us. We started as a roofing replacement business, so we understand firsthand 
that contractors need equipment as tough as their crews. Every Equipter® product is engineered 
and manufactured to withstand daily wear-and-tear on the job site. 

Relationships guide us. Since 2004, our team has worked hard to build long-term relationships 
based on respect and mutual trust. We enjoy personal relationships with our customers and 
business partners. 



Contact us for details regarding pricing, 
rental options, and industry applications.

855.378.4783
RB4000.equipter.com sales@equipter.com
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